Elegance and technology at the new interactive
restaurant of Budapest
The innovative Urban Betyár visitor
center is a unique mixture of a
restaurant and ethnographic exhibition
space in the heart of Budapest. The
facility welcomes anyone who is
interested in discovering the diverse
cultural heritage of the Hungarian
countryside or tasting some of the
traditional Hungarian dishes.

A modern lighting system of an interactive
visitor center functioning as a restaurant
and museum has to meet multi-level
requirements. In its design, solutions
were required to consider the aspects of
both appearance and functionalism as
well as energy-saving operation. During
the interior design of the restaurant, an
important guiding principle was to keep
as many interior utilities as possible in their
original state.

Accordingly, the steel pillars and ceiling
mounts were replaced with a new darkgreen or black stain instead of covering
them with a false ceiling. The task of the
lighting was to achieve, in spite of the
dominant dark colors, a spacious and airy
feeling of space in the visitors. The function
of the lightning in the restaurant was
primarily the creation of an intimate, yet
elegant atmosphere, but at the same time
a user-friendly lighting system with variable
lighting schemes had to be installed. In the
exhibition space, heavy lights were needed
to compensate for the low ceiling height,
so the choice of the customer fell to Feilo
Sylvania’s products which are mainly used
in retail.

KEY FACT
Client: Urban Betyár
Location: Budapest

KEY OUTCOMES
-- Multifunctional lighting system
-- Low operating cost
-- Feilo Sylvania offered a complete
lighting solution

KEY BENEFITS
The award-winning Concord Beacon
XL LED combines cutting-edge LED and
innovative optical lens technology in the
form of a high-quality spotlight. These
features and high CRI 97 color rendering
make the product the ideal choice for any
application where high brightness and long
lifetime are the primary aspects. The 110
Concord Beacon XL LED luminaires used in
the project were fixed with the elements
of the flexible, customized Lytespan
track system.

“The Urban Betyár Restaurant and Bar
hospitality area needed lighting elements
that are capable of creating an intimate yet
elegant atmosphere while lighting can be
tailored according to the needs of any type
of events” - Balázs Tóth, Inesa Europa

About Feilo Sylvania
Feilo Sylvania is a leading, full-spectrum provider of professional and architectural lighting solutions. Built
on over a century of expertise in lamps and luminaires, Feilo Sylvania supplies internationally state-of-the art
products and systems to the public, commercial and private sectors. All over the world, people rely on gro
up business divisions: Concord, Lumiance and Sylvania, for top quality, energy-efficient solutions.

www.feliosylvania.com

-- Blends with the architecture
-- Flexible
-- Complete Solution

KEY PRODUCTS:
-- LYTESPAN tracks
-- BEACON XL LED spotlights

